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Abstract
The grammatical behavior of 51 abstract nouns in four semantic groups (15 emotion nouns, 6  
mental activity nouns, 15 quality nouns, 15 state nouns) is examined with the data collected from 
the Bank of English and other corpora to find the conditions that cause the nouns to admit a/an and 
pluralization. The collected data indicate that adjectives per se do not influence the use of a/an and 
that these four groups of nouns occur with a/an and in the plural form under different conditions. 
All 51 nouns share one condition: they admit a/an when the particular nature of a referent is 
emphasized, typically in the [ø NP + a/an NP] construction. Emotion nouns except sympathy can 
be used as count when they refer to a cause that arouses an emotion and/or when they refer to an 
emotion that is aroused by a particular cause. Mental activity nouns admit a/an when they refer to 
a particular way of understanding a situation, typically in the [Noun + Subordinator that + Content 
Clause] construction. Perception and understanding are pluralized when they refer to more than one 
perspective. Quality nouns are count when they refer to an act or a situation. State nouns can be 
used as count when a referent is construed as bounded in temporal space. State nouns that denote 
a natural state (e.g. health, peace) are noncount, whereas those that denote an unusual state (e.g. 
ill, war), which is expected to end after a period of time, can be used as count. Not all the nouns 
in the same group share the same conditions. Curiosity in the quality noun group and confusion in 
the state noun group share a condition with emotion nouns: they are count when they refer to a 
cause. Developing general guidelines that apply to all types of abstract nouns is difficult. This author 
recommends that a leaner’s dictionary which provides example sentences to illustrate how best a 
noun is used be developed: examples with a/an and in the plural form when a noun is labeled as 
count, with ø when labeled as noncount, and with a/an when labeled as singular.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this research is to find the conditions that cause abstract nouns to admit an 
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indefinite article (a/an) and pluralization. Abstract nouns are basically noncount, but many admit 
a/an or have a count use (e.g. difficulty). Efforts have been made from various aspects to investigate 
what motivates the use of a/an and pluralization: syntactic, semantic, cognitive, etc. Syntactically, it 
is generally assumed that there is a causal relationship between a/an and modifiers. Many reference 
grammars argue that noncount nouns admit a/an when they are pre-modified by adjectives and/or 
post-modified by phrases and clauses. Modification, however, does not force the use of a/an. Abstract 
nouns are generally noncount whether they are modified or not. Adjectives may influence the use of 
a/an when they emphasize the boundedness of the referent of a noun in a space where the noun is 
conceptualized, for example, long silence in temporal space.
Semantically, it is assumed that the count/noncount distinction (hereafter referred to as the C/NC 
distinction) is determined by the meaning of a noun: e.g. chicken denoting a bird is count, whereas 
chicken denoting its meat is noncount. This assumption works well for most concrete nouns, but not 
for abstract nouns. A particular meaning of a noun often has both count and noncount usages. For 
example, silence in the sense of a situation when nobody is speaking can be used as either count or 
noncount.
Cognitive linguists use the concept of bounding to distinguish between count and noncount nouns. 
A noun is count when a referent is bounded in physical space and noncount when unbounded (e.g. 
book vs. water). Langacker (1987: 207) and Radden & Dirven (2007: 81) argue that the concept of 
bounding applies to abstract nouns: an abstract noun is count when it refers to a temporally bounded 
event or state (e.g. war, doubt), and noncount when referring to a temporally unbounded event 
or state (e.g. help, peace). The concept of bounding, however, does not apply to abstract nouns in 
the same way as to concrete nouns since abstract nouns denote amorphous abstractions and they 
provide no perceptual information about their referential properties. The noun silence, for example, 
can be used as either count or noncount although silence we experience in objective reality is always 
bounded in temporal space. Silence in There was silence for a moment is clearly bounded in temporal 
space, but it often occurs with ø (zero determiner). Also, silence referring to the same referent may 
take ø or a/an: e.g. There was nothing but silence, a silence such as I have only experienced in the 
wilderness. 
Cognitive linguists use the concept of construal (or conceptualization) to explain the C/NC 
distinction when they find it difficult to use the concept of bounding in objective reality. A noun is 
count when its referent is construed as bounded, while noncount when construed as unbounded. 
Construal, however, does not explain the C/NC distinction of abstract nouns very well. For example, 
advice in the sense of suggestions is noncount, even when a referent is construed as bounded. Advice 
in my first/second advice and a lot of different advice is construed as bounded in temporal space and 
type space respectively. However, lexical restrictions of advice do not allow a count use. A numeral 
classifier, piece, is required to express a count construal (e.g. different pieces of advice). Lexical 
restrictions force the use of ø whether a referent is construed as bounded or unbounded. This applies 
to object mass nouns (also known as collective mass nouns) such as furniture, which allows only a 
collective interpretation, even when a referent is construed as individual objects (Bale & Barner 2012: 
259, Nicolas 2004: 134).
Some linguists (Hewson 1972: 106, Berry 1993: 20-21) argue that the use of a/an depends on a 
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speaker’s intention to communicate his/her construal of the referent, i.e. whether or not a speaker 
wants to emphasize the individual, particular nature of a referent. The speaker’s intention explains 
the use of an in the [ø NP + a/an NP] construction (e.g. There was absolute silence for a moment, 
a silence with no time and no feeling), in which a/an is used to emphasize the individual, particular 
nature of a referent.
   Still, there are some abstract nouns that have no established count use (e.g. advice, fun, luck, news), 
which do not admit a/an regardless of a speaker’s intention and how a referent is construed. Their 
grammatical behavior seems to be a historical accident and beyond explanation. Advice and luck, 
for instance, used to be count nouns, reflecting their construal as a countable entity. The Corpus 
of Historical American English (COHA, with about 472 million words of about 116 thousand texts 
from the 1810s to 2000s) shows that advice used to denote a piece of advice and it admits a/an and 
pluralization (1-3 ). At a certain point in history, advice shifted from count to noncount although it 
has always retained the denotation of an individual opinion or suggestion. In the same way, COHA 
and the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) have examples of lucks in the plural form ( 4-5 ), which 
refer to instances of luck. (Boldfaces are used for emphasis by the author.)
  1 ) You want an advice?  (Kanin, Garson. 1974. Dreyfus in Rehearsal)
  2 )  My brother told me he had given advices to you to go without delay.  (Costain, Thomas B. 1957. 
Below the Salt)
  3 )  I had much to tell him and many advices to give.  (Green, Anna Katharine. 1891. The Old Stone 
House and Other Stories)
  4 )  Wishing you many good lucks. (cited from a movie script of The Man Who Would Be King, 
1975)
  5 )  He went from mail room to board room in lickety-split time by a combination of charm, 
insolence, innuendo, instinct, chutzpa, brains, various chicaneries and good lucks ... (1978, cited 
from OED)
It appears that there are no suitable guidelines which L2 learners can rely on to help them make 
the distinction. Some linguists (Downing & Locke 2002: 424, Swan 2005: 128, Tsang 2017: 345) suggest 
using a good dictionary. Grammar labeling, however, varies from dictionary to dictionary (see Section 
2 ), and a particular meaning of a noun (especially abstract nouns) is often labeled as both count and 
noncount, which confuses L2 learners.
In this research, the grammatical behavior of abstract nouns is examined with the data collected 
from the Bank of English (BoE) (with about 700 million words) and other corpora1) on the assumption 
that nouns in the same semantic group share the same conditions that cause them to admit a/an 
and pluralization. First, abstract nouns are grouped into the following three types based on their 
grammatical behavior.
I. Nouns that have no established count sense: e.g. advice, fun, luck, news, research.
II. Nouns that have no established count sense, but admit a/an: e.g. courage, knowledge.
III.  Nouns that are count and noncount: e.g. war, kindness.
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The nouns of Type I are noncount regardless of how a referent is construed, and their 
grammatical behavior is beyond semantic or cognitive explanation. Type II nouns are noncount, but 
they admit a/an when the individual, particular nature of a referent is emphasized. Type III nouns 
can be used as either count or noncount. They combine with a/an in two ways: when the individual, 
particular nature of a referent is emphasized (same as Type II) and when they refer to an individual 
countable instance.
51 nouns are selected2) and placed into four semantic groups as listed below. Each group has 
fifteen nouns except mental activity nouns.3) All 51 nouns belong to Type II or Type III.
1. Nouns denoting emotions and feelings (15 nouns)
  anger, anxiety, comfort, fear, happiness, hatred, hope, joy, love, pleasure, sadness, sorrow, 
surprise, sympathy, worry.
2. Nouns denoting mental activities ( 6  nouns)
 awareness, consciousness, knowledge, perception, recognition, understanding.
3. Nouns denoting qualities of a person as part of his/her character (15 nouns)
  courage, cruelty, curiosity, determination, generosity, honesty, impatience, intelligence, 
intolerance, kindness, patience, sensitivity, shyness, sincerity, tolerance.
4. Nouns denoting states (15 nouns)
   absence, confusion, dependence, freedom, health, illness, independence, marriage, peace, 
poverty, presence, silence, sleep, unemployment, war.
In Section 2, I will show that grammar labeling in learner’s dictionaries often fail to provide 
information that L2 learners need to find whether a noun with a particular meaning is count or 
noncount. In Section 3, I will show that pre-modifying adjectives per se do not cause the use of 
a/an. In Section 4, I will show that all 51 nouns admit a/an when the individual, particular nature of 
a referent is emphasized. In Section 5, I will investigate the conditions that cause abstract nouns to 
admit a/an and pluralization.
2. Grammar labeling in learner’s dictionaries
As stated earlier, some linguists suggest using a good dictionary to find out whether a noun (or a 
particular sense of a noun) is count or noncount. Grammar labeling, however, varies from dictionary 
to dictionary. For example, some dictionaries label knowledge in the sense of information and 
understanding as ‘U’ (i.e. uncountable), while others label it as ‘U’ and ‘S’ (i.e. singular) as shown in 
Table 14). Sympathy in the sense of a feeling of being sorry for someone in a bad situation is labeled 
as ‘U’ in one dictionary, ‘U’ and ‘P’ (i.e. plural) in another dictionary, ‘U’ and ‘C’ (i.e. countable) 
in still another (Table 2 ). A similar situation can be found in many other abstract nouns: e.g. anxiety, 
confusion, generosity, sleep (Tables 3-6 ).
Another problem lies in example sentences that are expected to illustrate how a noun is used. 
L2  learners expect to find examples in which a noun is used as count, noncount, singular or plural 
when the noun is labeled as ‘C’, ‘U’, ‘S’ or ‘P’ respectively. Dictionaries often fail to meet their 
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expectations. For example, LAAD, LDOCE, OALD and MALED label anxiety in the sense of a 
worried feeling as count and noncount (Table 3 ), but none of them give an example of anxiety with 
a/an. LAAD provides no examples of the count use, either with a/an or in the plural form. Generosity 
is labeled as ‘U’ and ‘C’ by LAAD, and ‘U’ and ‘S’ by OALD (Table 4 ), but neither gives an 
example with a/an. LDOC, CALD and COBUILD label confusion as ‘U’ and ‘C’ (Table 5 ), but they 
provide no count examples. Sleep in the sense of a period of sleeping is labeled as ‘S’ by LDOCE and 
‘C’ by CALD (Table 6 ), but they provide a noncount example: have/had a little sleep.
Table 1. Knowledge and grammar labeling
Meaning LAAD LDOCE OALD CALD MEDAL COBUILD MALED
1 information, understanding, skill U U U, S U, S U, S
U
U, S
2 state of having information U U U U U U
Table 2. Sympathy and grammar labeling
Meaning LAAD LDOCE OALD CALD MEDAL COBUILD MALED
1 a feeling of being sorry for someone in a bad situation U U/P U/C/P U U U U/C
2 a feeling of support for something U/P U/P U/C/P U U U/P U/P
Table 3. Anxiety and grammar labeling
Meaning LAAD LDOCE OALD CALD MEDAL COBUILD MALED
1 a worried feeling U/C U/C U/C U U U/P N/C/P
2 something that makes you worry C N/A N/A C C N/A N/A
N/A: not available.
Table 4. Generosity and grammar labeling
Meaning LAAD LDOCE OALD CALD MEDAL COBUILD MALED
1 the quality of being generous U/C U U/S U U U U
Table 5. Confusion and grammar labeling
Meaning LAAD LDOCE OALD CALD MEDAL COBUILD MALED




a situation in which someone 
mistakenly thinks that one person 
or thing is another
U U/C U/C U/S N/A U
Table 6. Sleep and grammar labeling
Meaning LAAD LDOCE OALD CALD MEDAL COBUILD MALED
1 the natural state of rest U U U U U U U
2 a period of sleeping S S S C S C/S S
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The following are the examples of how COBUILD and LAAD describe the noun anxiety. COBUILD 
does not list the second sense. Neither COBUILD nor LAAD provides example sentences with a/an. 
The example sentences that LAAD provides for the sense 1  do not tell whether anxiety is used as 
count or noncount.
 COBUILD
 [variable noun] Anxiety is a feeling of nervousness or worry.
  Her voice was full of anxiety.
  Many editorials express their anxieties about the economic chaos in the country.
 LAAD
 1.  [countable, uncountable] the feeling of being very worried about something that may happen or 
may have happened, so that you think about it all the time.
  People’s anxiety about the economy is increasing.
  Tom often has anxiety attacks.
 2. [countable] something that makes you worry: 
  the anxieties of parenthood
A good learner’s dictionary should provide example sentences to illustrate how a noun is used: 
examples with a/an and in the plural form when a noun is labeled as count, with ø when labeled as 
noncount, and with a/an when labeled as singular. The following is an example of how a dictionary 
should describe anxiety.
 1. [count and noncount] a worried feeling.
    [noncount with ø]
   One year after the unveiling of Roy Romanow’s landmark report on medicare, Canadians’ 
gloom over the health system is beginning to lift as considerably fewer voters express anxiety 
about the future.
    [noncount with a/an]
   The behaviour of Stalin’s Russia filled him with anxiety, yet it was an anxiety not without 
hope for the future.
    [count with a/an]
   As Stephen Jessel reports from Paris, the schoolchildren are also expressing a deeper anxiety 
about their own future.
    [count in the plural]
   Britain has expressed anxieties about the situation in Kenya and has urged the early release of 
detainees there.
 2. [count] something that makes you worry.
    [count with a/an]
  Her son was a continual anxiety; he stole and went missing.
    [count in the plural]
   Alongside the more familiar parental anxieties — such as placing children in good schools 
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and universities — there is now a new cause for concern.
3. Pre-modifying adjectives and the use of a/an
Many reference grammars (Quirk et al. 1985: 287, Swan 2005: 132, Berry 1993: 20-21) and learner’s 
dictionaries argue that a pre-modifying adjective causes the use of a/an. The data collected from 
BoE, however, do not support their argument. As the data in Tables E1-S15 in Appendix II show, 
abstract nouns generally occur with ø more frequently than with a/an when pre-modified by 
adjectives. Out of 632 noun phrases (NPs) (adjective + noun), 281 NPs occur with ø in 90% or over of 
the occurrences with ø and a/an combined, whereas 98 NPs occur with a/an.
Table 7  is a list of pre-modifying adjectives and nouns that occur with a/an very frequently (in 90 
percent or more of the occurrences with a/an and ø combined). It shows that measurement adjectives 





huge major nasty nice pleasant
real unpleasant welcome wonderful 　
worry big major real 　 　
Quality tolerance high 　 　 　 　
Mental 
Activity
awareness acute keen new 　 　
knowledge working 　 　 　 　
perception different false growing negative widespread
understanding
better clear clearer deeper different 
fuller good keen profound proper 
sophisticated thorough 　 　 　
State
absence Numeral complete long 　 　
illness
brain-wasting brief lengthy long mysterious
short undisclosed 　 　 　
marriage
Numeral bad broken failed good
happy long loveless perfect previous
peace fragile negotiated separate uneasy 　
presence
big commanding constant diplomatic global
large major permanent powerful significant
strong stronger visible 　 　
silence Numeral brief long short 　
sleep long 　 　 　 　
war
Numeral bitter bloody costly different
effective good great illegal long
new prolonged protracted short successful
terrible trade two(multi)-front unjust unnecessary
unpopular wider 　 　 　
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such as long, short, brief and numeral5) (highlighted) are widely shared by state nouns (six nouns 
out of eight). This suggests that some state nouns such as absence, illness, marriage, silence, sleep, 
and war allow conceptualization in temporal space, and they admit a/an when they are modified by 
measurement adjectives which emphasize the boundedness of a referent in temporal space. It can be 
speculated that adjectives may influence the use of a/an when they emphasize the boundedness of 
the referent of a noun in a space where the noun is conceptualized. For example, the adjective long 
motivates the use of a/an when a referent of absence, silence, war, etc. is conceptualized in temporal 
space.
4. A/an and the particular nature of a referent
A/an is used to emphasize the individual, particular nature of a referent. The following sentence (6 ) 
shows a typical example. An anxiety refers to this feeling, which is experienced by a particular person 
on a particular occasion. The speaker has a particular instance of anxiety in mind, and s/he wants 
to emphasize that it is not the general feeling of anxiety but a particular instance that s/he wants to 
describe.
  6 ) I have this feeling ... an anxiety I can’t describe.
The [ø NP + a/an NP] construction is a good example ( 7-10), in which ø NP and a/an NP share 
the same referent. It is not the boundedness of a referent, but a speaker’s intention to emphasize the 
particular nature of a referent that motivates the use of a/an. The speaker has a particular instance 
in mind, and s/he wants to emphasize its particular nature with a detailed description of the referent, 
often with post-modification. All the nouns, except health,6) occur in this construction, which suggests 
that abstract nouns generally admit a/an when the particular nature of a referent is emphasized.
  7 )  It was a world in which survival depended on raw courage, a courage born out of desperation 
and sustained by a lack of alternatives.
  8 )  She only lets herself know that she felt freedom here, a freedom she couldn’t feel anywhere 
else.
  9 )  But what she felt inside was sadness, an overwhelming sadness that she’d been trying to hold 
back ever since Tyler had kissed her.
 10)  Thus, to respond to complaints of illness requires understanding, an understanding which is 
practical.
5. Conditions that cause abstract nouns to admit a/an and pluralization
In this section, I will examine the conditions that cause abstract nouns to admit a/an and 
pluralization on the assumption that nouns in the same semantic group share the same conditions.
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5.1. Emotion nouns
Emotion nouns denote emotions and feelings. They have two types based on their grammatical 
behavior, E-II and E-III.
E-II: Noncount, but they admit a/an: sympathy.7)
E-III:  Count and noncount: anger, anxiety, comfort, fear, happiness, hatred, hope, joy, love, pleasure, 
sadness, sorrow, surprise, worry.
All the nouns in this group (both E-II and E-III) are noncount, but they admit a/an when the 
particular nature of a referent is emphasized as discussed in Section 4. Nouns of E-III type can 
also be used as count when they refer to a cause that arouses an emotion (e.g. a situation, a person, 
etc.) and/or when they refer to an emotion that is aroused by a particular cause. To distinguish 
between an emotion and a cause, occurrences of 15 emotion nouns8) in two different constructions are 
searched: [to express/feel + up to 2  words + Noun], in which nouns denote an emotion; [Subject + 
Copula be + Noun], in which a subject is a cause that arouses an emotion (e.g. His mother’s health is a 
constant worry). Six nouns (anxiety, fear, hope, joy, pleasure, worry) allow an emotion reading as well as 
a cause reading. Three nouns (anger, hatred, sympathy) do not allow a cause reading. 
Tables E1-E15 in Appendix II show that emotion nouns generally occur with ø more frequently 
than with a/an when pre-modified by adjectives. Only two nouns (surprise, worry) have NPs that 
occur with a/an in over 90 percent of the occurrences with a/an and ø combined: e.g. welcome 
surprise (100.0%), wonderful surprise (100%), big worry (97.3%), major worry (96.7%), etc. These NPs 
often occur in the [Subject + Copula be + NP] construction (11-14),9) which indicates that it is not an 
adjective, but reference to the cause of an emotion that motivates the use of a/an.
 11) The success of the Pregio van, in particular, was a welcome surprise.
 12)  After convincing a waiter to buy up as many roses as he could find — no mean feat late at 
night — Simon arranged for them to be placed in the couple’s hotel room along with a banner 
asking Karen to marry him. According to Karen, Simon “strategically “ dropped his keys so she 
would be the first to enter the room. “It was a wonderful surprise,” she said.
 13) You really are a big worry to her you know!
 14)  Lack of growth in Europe is a major worry for U.S. firms, because about $1  of every $6  of 
exports goes to Europe.
The following is a list of example sentences with eight nouns of E-III type that occur in the [to 
express/feel + up to 2  words + Noun] construction (anger, anxiety, fear, hatred, hope, joy, pleasure, 
worry). Each noun has three example sentences with ø, a/an and in the plural form (15-38), which 
indicates that these nouns have both count and noncount usages.
anger
 15) Anti-abortion activists expressed anger at the decision yesterday.
 16)  An Auschwitz survivor seized the microphone to express a bewildered anger, undiminished by 
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six decades.
 17)  I’m not saying that anger at the externals should be suppressed — just the opposite. Patients 
must be encouraged to express all their angers, resentments, hatreds, and fears.
anxiety
 18)  One year after the unveiling of Roy Romanow’s landmark report on medicare, Canadians’ gloom 
over the health system is beginning to lift as considerably fewer voters express anxiety about 
the future.
 19)  As Stephen Jessel reports from Paris, the schoolchildren are also expressing a deeper anxiety 
about their own future.
 20)  Britain has expressed anxieties about the situation in Kenya and has urged the early release of 
detainees there.
fear
 21)  When their plane was forced by weather to stay overnight in El Salvador, a Salvadoran woman 
and a Guatemalan woman expressed fear that they’d be murdered by death squads if they 
deplaned.
 22)  However, the tenants on the two estates, who voted more than two-to-one against the scheme, 
had expressed a fear that rents would have gone up under the new arrangements.
 23)  The child may then express some unrealistic fears and the parents will have an opportunity to 
explore these fears and reassure the child.
hatred
 24) However, he expressed hatred for Robert Kennedy because of Kennedy’s support of Israel.
 25)  But he did express a hatred toward police. “I do hate police. Police are a big lie. Kids are taught 
that police are the good guys, that you should trust them and they will protect you,” said Sand.
 26)  Religions and God-talk generally offer us tools and languages for expressing our ideals, hatreds, 
aspirations, fears, and feelings.
hope
 27)  The war passed very long ago, and it caused them sorrow not only for Vietnamese people, but 
all American people too. But I feel hope that we can push it in — into the past and now look 
forward to the future.
 28)  When U.S. troops chased Saddam from power, Samia said, she felt a strange hope that her 
brother might be alive after all.
 29)  He strongly believes that this is no longer his son, and he feels no parental hopes or 
responsibilities toward him.
joy
 30)  Finally, after more than a month of walking, weak with starvation, he was greeted by U-S 
soldiers in tanks. The tank roof opened and a blond-haired soldier popped out and said ‘you 
are free.’ Thank God he was an American. It was the first time I felt joy in many years.
 31)  “The summit of Everest! I hardly believe it. My eyes aren’t big enough, my heart isn’t big 
enough for this. I feel an intense joy, new and more perfect than any known pleasure,” Mr. 
Laforest later wrote in a book.
 32)  “Well, all men are looking for sex, let’s be honest here! Yes, that is part of what I am in search 
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of, but I also want to connect emotionally with a partner, I want to feel the same joys in life 
that you do, more than just a one-night stand.”
pleasure
 33) She expressed pleasure at her poll numbers.
 34)  Barnaby looks down at Kate’s hand: it is small and very feminine with shell-pink nails. The 
touch of that hand makes Barnaby feel a pleasure he has almost forgotten.
 35)  She forgot the painful lessons of the past and felt only the pleasures of the present streaming 
through her.
worry
 36)  Penner also expressed worry that Bush may lack the political will to block any spending 
increases approved by Congress.
 37)  It expressed a worry that broadcasters were finding ways of portraying violence in subtler 
ways.
 38)  The Environment Secretary, Mr Chris Patten, has expressed serious worries over the 
conference to be held in London by the UN Environment programme later this month on 
measures to protect the ozone layer.
The following is a list of example sentences with twelve nouns of E-III type that occur in the 
[Subject + Copula be + NP] construction (39-62), in which a subject is a cause that arouses an 
emotion. Each noun has two example sentences with a/an and in the plural form. Anger, hatred and 
sympathy have no occurrence in this construction, which suggests they do not refer to a cause (e.g. 
*His presence is an anger/a hatred. *His death was a sympathy.). It can be speculated that it is because 
these three nouns do not denote an emotion that a speaker experiences passively, but an emotion 
that a speaker actively expresses in the way s/he behaves toward the cause, for example, to hurt 
other people, to shout (anger, hatred) or to show understanding (sympathy). It is perhaps this active 
involvement in expressing these emotions that prevents a cause reading.
anxiety
 39) Her son was a continual anxiety; he stole and went missing.
 40)  Alongside the more familiar parental anxieties — such as placing children in good schools and 
universities — there is now a new cause for concern.
comfort
 41) His presence was a great comfort to Katharine, who guiltily spoilt him.
 42) Eating may be one of her few comforts in life at present.
fear
 43) Crime is a constant fear, especially in the cities.
 44) Traffic and crime were the greatest fears for the 10- and 11-year-old children interviewed.
happiness
 45)  I always think of you as the one dear object whose presence has ever been a great happiness 
to me.
 46)  He afterwards regarded making friends with Lord Halifax as one of the happinesses of the 
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York years.
hope
 47) Every new job created is a new hope for someone.
 48) These two athletes are our main hopes for the Olympics.
joy
 49) Swimming is an absolute joy when the local pool is outside.
 50) Good chicken and good wine are essential joys of the table, of his family, and of his life.
love
 51) Baseball is a love of mine.
 52) Family and sports were his greatest loves.
pleasure
 53) A good nonfiction book should be a pleasure to read.
 54)  It’s often life’s simpler pleasures — like listening to music, reading a book or having a 
massage — that offer the most immediate gratification.
sadness
 55) Princess Margaret’s passing was a sadness for the royal family.
 56)  Yet the qualities that make Ulysses so loved are often overlooked. It is a deeply humane, 
compassionate novel. Joyce’s account of the small joys and quiet sadnesses of Bloom’s life is 
unsurpassed in its intimacy.
sorrow
 57) Her passing is a sorrow to us all and our thoughts and sympathies are with her family.
 58) Your death was only one of many sorrows I had been through.
surprise
 59) Allan’s decision is a surprise to all of us.
 60) There are a few surprises during the show, but I won’t spill the beans.
worry
 61) With a family to support, money was a constant worry for Hincks.
 62)  In the countryside, wind farms and rubbish dumps are the main worries, along with large 
roads and airports.
5.2. Mental activity nouns
Mental activity nouns denote the state that results from the activities of taking in and processing 
information, i.e. the state of having information, understanding and/or skills about something. They 
have two types based on their grammatical behavior, M-II and M-III. 
M-II: Noncount, but they admit a/an: awareness, consciousness, knowledge, recognition.
M-III: Count and noncount: perception, understanding.
All the nouns in this group (both M-II and M-III) are noncount, but they admit a/an when 
the particular nature of a referent is emphasized and when they refer to a particular perspective 
(i.e. a particular way of understanding a situation), typically in the [Noun + Subordinator that + 
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Content Clause] construction (63-68). Nouns of M-III type (perception, understanding) can also be 
used as count, and they occur in the plural form when they refer to more than one perspective (69, 
70). Perception may occur in the plural form in the [Noun + Subordinator that + Content Clause] 
construction when it refers to one particular perspective (71, 72). It can be speculated that a plural 
form is used to indicate that a perspective is shared by many people. 
 63)  BHP went on to report the largest profit in Australian corporate history and the shares hit an 
all-time high of $13.42. But there is an awareness among day traders that they can’t rely on 
rumours or the advice of strangers.
 64)  Consumer experts said that along with the increased convenience of buying second-hand goods 
there is a growing consciousness that people should not throw things away as readily as they 
used to.
 65)  Being an only child has given me determination, a knowledge that life is not always fair to us 
and it has allowed me to follow my dreams.
 66) There is a perception that HIV is no longer a major threat.
 67) And there is a recognition that the current laws are not working.
 68) There is a clear understanding that a lot of hard work is ahead.
 69)  When considering more everyday causes of stress, and the resulting symptoms, it is usual to 
acknowledge that people have different perceptions of what is stressful.
 70) Both sides are trying to be fair, but both have different understandings of what fair is.
 71)  But even well-drafted legislation is unlikely to appease perceptions that a minority group is 
getting an unfair advantage.
 72)  Freeman said the exclusion of gay men from donating blood only perpetuates the public’s false 
perceptions that all gay men have AIDS or HIV.
Table 8  shows the numbers and the percentages of occurrences of the six nouns with a/an and ø 
in the [Noun + Subordinator that + Content Clause] construction. Understanding, for example, occurs 
with a/an in 326 instances out of 339 occurrences with a/an and ø combined (96.2%). The five nouns, 
excluding knowledge, occur with a/an more frequently than ø. Table 9  is a list of pre-modifying 
adjectives10) that occur in the [a/an + Noun + that + Content Clause] construction. Awareness, for 
example, has a total of 202 occurrences, out of which it occurs without an adjective in 102 instances 
(50.5%). All six nouns occur without an adjective more frequently than with an adjective. This 
indicates that it is not a pre-modifying adjective, but a content clause that causes the use of a/an.
Table 8. [Noun + Subordinator that + Content Clause] with a/an and ø
　 a/an% a/an Ø TOTAL
understanding + that clause 96 .2% 326 13 339
perception + that clause 95 .7% 493 22 515
consciousness + that clause 72 .7% 8 3 11
awareness + that clause 70 .1% 202 86 288
recognition + that clause 67 .4% 498 241 739
knowledge + that clause 7 .6% 21 256 277
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Table 9. Adjectives in [a/an + 0-2 words + Noun + that + Content Clause]
a/an + 0 -2  words + Noun+ that clause Occurrences %
awareness
TOTAL 202 　
No Adjective 102 50 .5%
acute 5 2 .5%
growing 30 14 .9%
increasing 5 2 .5%
new 7 3 .5%
consciousness
TOTAL 8 　
No Adjective 5 62 .5%
knowledge
TOTAL 21 　
No Adjective 11 52 .4%
perception
TOTAL 493 　
No Adjective 321 65 .1%
clear 6 1 .2%
common 13 2 .6%
general 17 3 .4%
growing 21 4 .3%
popular 5 1 .0%
public 29 5 .9%
strong 5 1 .0%
widespread 19 3 .9%
recognition
TOTAL 498 　
No Adjective 349 70 .1%
clear 5 1 .0%
general 11 2 .2%
growing 30 6 .0%
increasing 5 1 .0%
tacit 8 1 . 6%
widespread 7 1 .4%
understanding
TOTAL 326 　
No Adjective 184 56 .4%
clear 38 11 .7%
common 7 2 .1%
general 7 2 . 1%
implicit 8 2 . 5%
mutual 6 1 . 8%
tacit 9 2 . 8%
Knowledge is different from the other nouns in that it admits a/an when it refers to a particular 
level of practical information and understanding. Table M3 in Appendix II shows that knowledge 
with qualitative adjectives (e.g. working, thorough, good) occurs with a/an more frequently than 
knowledge with classifying adjectives (e.g. current, traditional, political), especially when pre-modified 
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by working (91.0% of the occurrences with a/an and ø combined). The following examples support 
this argument. A basic knowledge in (73) refers to a particular level of knowledge (i.e. GCSE/O-level), 
whereas ø basic knowledge in (74) does not.
 73)  The programme is not for complete beginners — a basic knowledge of Spanish, roughly 
equivalent to GCSE/O-level, is required (although a formal qualification is not necessary).
 74)  Dr Waqatakirewa said Fiji was unique and local doctors were encouraged to have basic 
knowledge of the two main languages — Fijian and Hindi.
5.3. Quality nouns
Quality nouns denote a quality of a person as part of his/her character, with which they act and 
behave. They occur in the [Subject + Verb + (Object) + with + NP] construction as in Patients were 
treated with kindness (see Appendix I). Quality nouns have two types based on their grammatical 
behavior, Q-II and Q-III.
Q-II.   Noncount, but they admit a/an: courage, honesty, impatience, patience, sensitivity, shyness, 
sincerity, tolerance.
Q-III.  Count and noncount: cruelty, curiosity, determination, generosity, intelligence, intolerance, 
kindness.
All the nouns in this group (both Q-II and Q-III) are noncount, but they admit a/an when the 
particular nature of a referent is emphasized. Nouns of Q-III type can also be used as count. They 
are count when they refer to an act or a situation (75-90) except curiosity and intelligence. Curiosity 
is count when it refers to an object that arouses curiosity (77-78) or when it refers to a feeling of 
curiosity that is aroused by a particular cause (79-80), which is similar to emotion nouns. Intelligence 
is count when it refers to a life form with intelligence (85-86).
The following is a list of example sentences with nouns of Q-III type. Each noun has two example 
sentences with a/an and in the plural form. Curiosity has four examples: two referring to an 
interesting object (77-78) and the other two referring to a feeling of curiosity (79-80).
cruelty
 75)  To keep animals so similar to ourselves in laboratory conditions is an unacceptable cruelty.
 76)  In point of fact the Nazi regime was responsible for many cruelties against non-humans.
curiosity
 77)  Traditionally to be unmarried was to be a circus freak, a divorced man was a curiosity and a 
divorcee was viewed as a painted Jezebel.
 78)  The mantelpieces and windowsills are adorned with curiosities: a kangaroo foot mounted in 
silver on a block of pink marble, a copy of Canova’s bust of Napoleon […].
 79)  As a Cornishman, I have long felt a personal curiosity about these legends.
 80)  We therefore must keep the space program operational in order to keep alive mankind’s infinite 
quest for knowledge and its unending pursuit to unlock the mysteries of the universe. Our 
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insatiable desire to satisfy our curiosities is even greater than our fear of death.
determination
 81)  And as the President indicated, I have not made a determination about the best way to achieve 
our mission of removing the threat that Saddam Hussein poses.
 82)  The White House said Wednesday that President Bush’s blueprint for peace in the Middle 
East is the best formula, but left the door open for Secretary of State Colin Powell to meet 
later this week with those who drafted an alternate plan. “The secretary of state will make 
determinations about who he meets with,” presidential spokesman Scott McClellan said.
generosity
 83)  Sharing such information with a guide who makes his living off photographers was a generosity 
I never expected.
 84)  Finally, a sabbatical award from the James McKeen Cattell Fund for 1992-93 permitted me to 
finish this book free of academic responsibilities. Without these many generosities, this section 
of my imperfect mural would have remained untouched.
intelligence
 85)  One might say that as an astronomer Plato was little more than a straw in the wind, were it 
not that, having eloquently insisted that the Universe operates according to mathematical laws 
that can only be understood by a properly trained intelligence, he helped to create an entire 
educational climate favourable to the subject.
 86)  From that fact it follows that we shall never make contact with intelligences in space that are 
more advanced than us.
intolerance
 87)  But opposition leaders point out there is another problem in Germany which the government 
must acknowledge, a growing intolerance of foreigners. Violent attacks on refugee shelters are 
now almost a nightly occurrence, and in some cases local people have even stood by applauding 
the attacks.
 88)  The belief in the historical and authentic truth of the scriptures, particularly the Gospels, has 
been largely abandoned, even by the religious. The ferocious intolerances of the pre-liberal 
world have been left behind — it is inconceivable now that a Henry Barrow would be executed, 
or a Henry Garnet, or that the Scrooby Separatists would have been forced to leave home and 
country — and perhaps as a result of that change, perhaps as a symptom, religion, or at least 
the conventional religion of ordinary people, has been drained of its passion.
kindness
 89)  It’s not uncommon for a complete stranger to extend a kindness quite gratuitously. Whether it 
be opening a door, quickly getting out the way of my wheelchair, or helping me get into a seat; 
assistance is usually at hand.
 90) Thank you for your many kindnesses.
5.4. State nouns
State nouns denote a state of affairs: e.g. peace denoting the state in which there is no war or 
fighting. They have two types based on their grammatical behavior, S-II and S-III.
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S-II:  Noncount, but admit a/an: dependence, freedom11), health, independence, peace, poverty, 
unemployment12).
S-III: Count and noncount: absence, confusion, illness, marriage, presence, silence, sleep, war.
All the nouns in this group (both S-II and S-III) are noncount, but they admit a/an when the 
particular nature of a referent is emphasized. Nouns of S-III type can also be used as count. They are 
count when a referent is construed as bounded in temporal space, with an event reading. Confusion 
and illness are different from the other nouns. Confusion is not conceptualized in temporal space: it 
is count when it refers to a cause that arouses confusion (95-96), which is similar to emotion nouns. 
Illness is conceptualized in type space as well: it is count when it refers to a type (100-101). S-II 
type nouns denote a state that is expected to continue for a long period of time and not expected 
to be experienced more than one time (perhaps, except for unemployment), which probably makes 
them noncount (Wisniewski 2003: 606). Peace, for example, is considered a natural state, while war an 
unusual state that comes to an end after a period of time (Radden & René 2007: 81), although a state 
of war may continue for more than a hundred years and peace may continue only for a short period 
of time.
The following is a list of example sentences with nouns of S-III type (91-116). Each noun has three 
example sentences with ø, a/an and in the plural form.
absence
 91)  Then, when the trial finally began, it was found that only 68 of the 135 commissioners were 
present. Absence was a form of mute protest.
 92)  After a long absence from the stage, John Arden’s Sgt Musgrave’s Dance was staged last year 
by the Oxford Theatre Company.
 93)  Codey has called Martinez to Trenton to explain her 15 absences.
confusion
 94)  There was great confusion, the trip was unscheduled, nobody knew what was going on and 
the French Commanding Officer was doing his best to sort out the situation.
 95)  There is at the moment a great confusion between the two issues — the European issue and 
internal politics.
 96)  Other common confusions include pedal and peddle, draw and drawer, compliment and 
complement and their, there and they’re.
illness
 97) I have had two weeks off work due to illness in my entire professional life.
 98) Her parents Peter and Julie claim her weight problem is due to an illness.
 99)  Secondary school students were absent from school the most, although a survey released today 
found absences due to illnesses and truancy were slightly down on 1996 rates.
100)  There are various methods of help available, and some of them include actual treatment for the 
illness of alcoholism — an illness which the sufferer, even at this stage of the game, may still 
not accept that he has.
101)  WHO listed 17 illnesses, ranging from Alzheimer’s to tuberculosis to alcoholic liver disease, 
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which need urgent attention.
marriage
102) Kidman divorced Tom Cruise, after 10 years of marriage, in 2001.
103) Peter and Kay Russell met as teenagers and have enjoyed a long marriage.
104) John Paul also has three children from two previous marriages.
presence
105) Presence of the virus was strongly associated with female sex and younger age.
106)  Although there were remarkably few incidents of picket-line violence, the strikers maintained 
a 24-hour presence outside the old Sun and Times buildings as well as at the new plant in 
Wapping.
107)  I become aware of the souls of those I slayed, their presences; all equally strong because all 
equally important.
silence
108) In children, silence is a common reaction to uncertainty.
109) There was a silence. Quite a long silence. Then his voice came through again.
110)  Don’t feel obliged to fill silences with anything that comes into your head — you might lose 
control of your argument.
sleep
111)  This research confirms other studies of children and adolescents that show the same 
relationship between sleep and obesity.
112)  Pausing before getting the boys dressed. They had a long sleep and I made good progress with 
the ironing.
113) Four two-hour sleeps is not equal to one eight-hour sleep.
war
114) Hitler declared war against the United States.
115)  Regardless of whether people support or oppose war in Iraq, everyone should hope it’s over 
quickly, because a short war means fewer lives lost — and less damage to the environment.
116) We’re fighting three wars simultaneously, in Iraq, Afghanistan and globally against terror.
Adjectives may have some influence on the use of a/an. For example, silence occurs with a/an 
far more frequently than with ø when it is modified by measurement adjectives such as long, 
short, brief and noun phrases expressing a particular period of time (e.g. two-minute, four-year), 
whereas it occurs with ø far more frequently when it is modified by emphasizing adjectives such as 
absolute, complete, total and utter (see Table S12 in Appendix II). Long silence, for example, has 359 
occurrences with a/an as opposed to 18 occurrences with ø, whereas total silence has 140 occurrences 
with ø as opposed to seven occurrences with a/an. This suggests that silence admits a/an when a 
referent is conceptualized in temporal space and the boundedness of a referent is emphasized by 
measurement adjectives. On the other hand, silence combines with ø when the focus is on the quality 
of a referent. 
It is, however, not adjectives per se that motivates the use of a/an. Absence, for example, occurs 
with a/an far more frequently than with ø whether it is modified by measurement adjectives or 
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emphasizing adjectives (Table S1  in Appendix II). On the other hand, health and poverty occur with 
ø far more frequently than with a/an regardless of the types of adjectives (Tables S5  and S10 in 
Appendix II). Adjectives may influence the use of a/an when they emphasize the boundedness of the 
referent of a noun in a space where the noun is conceptualized. Measurement adjectives such as long 
motivate the use of a/an with illness and silence because illness and silence allow conceptualization in 
temporal space.
6. Concluding remarks
The grammatical behavior of 51 abstract nouns in four semantic groups is examined with the 
data collected from BoE and other corpora to find the conditions that cause them to occur with 
a/an and in the plural form. The collected data of the nouns with pre-modifying adjectives show 
that adjectives per se do not influence the use of a/an. Abstract nouns generally occur with ø more 
frequently than with a/an when pre-modified by adjectives. Adjectives may influence the use of 
a/an when they emphasize the boundedness of the referent of a noun in a space where the noun is 
conceptualized (e.g. brief illness, long silence in temporal space).
Each of the four groups of nouns admits a/an and pluralization under different conditions. One 
condition is shared by all 51 nouns: they admit a/an when the particular nature of a referent is 
emphasized, typically in the [ø NP + a/an NP] construction. The emotion nouns are noncount, and 
they can also be used as count except sympathy when they refer to a cause that arouses an emotion 
and/or when they refer to an emotion that is aroused by a particular cause. Six nouns (anxiety, fear, 
hope, joy, pleasure, worry) allow an emotion reading as well as a cause reading. Three nouns (anger, 
hatred, sympathy) do not allow a cause reading.
The mental activity nouns are noncount, but they admit a/an when they refer to a particular 
way of understanding a situation, typically in the [Noun + Subordinator that + Content Clause] 
construction. Perception may occur in the plural form in this construction to indicate that a 
perspective is shared by many people. Perception and understanding can also be used as count when 
they refer to more than one perspective. Knowledge is different from the other nouns in that it 
admits a/an when it refers to a particular level of practical information and understanding.
The quality nouns are noncount, but some nouns can also be used as count. Cruelty, determination, 
generosity, intolerance and kindness are count when they refer to an act or a situation. Curiosity is 
count when it refers to an object that arouses curiosity or when it refers to a feeling of curiosity that 
is aroused by a particular cause. Intelligence is count when it refers to a life form with intelligence.
The state nouns are noncount, but some nouns can also be used as count. Absence, marriage, 
presence, silence, sleep and war are count when a referent is construed as bounded in temporal space, 
with an event reading. Illness is conceptualized in type space as well, and it is count when it refers 
to a type. Confusion is count when it refers to a cause that arouses confusion. It can be speculated 
that the state nouns that denote a natural state, which is expected to continue for a long time, are 
noncount, whereas those that denote an unusual state, which is expected to end after a period of 
time, can be used as count.
Not all the nouns in the same group share the same conditions. Curiosity in the quality noun 
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group and confusion in the state noun group share a condition with emotion nouns: they are count 
when they refer to a cause that arouses curiosity and confusion respectively. It is difficult to develop 
general guidelines that apply to all types of abstract nouns. Lexicographers need to develop a 
learner’s dictionary that provides example sentences to illustrate how a noun is used: i.e. examples 
of a noun with a/an and in the plural form when a noun is labeled as count, with ø when labeled as 
noncount, and with a/an when labeled as singular.
NOTES
 1 )  All the data in the tables are taken from BoE. Example sentences are cited from various sources: BoE, COCA 
and Google Books Corpus.
 2 )  17 nouns (out of 51) are taken from the example sentences found in the reference grammars and learner’s 
dictionaries listed below. The 17 nouns are: anger, anxiety, courage, determination, freedom, happiness, hatred, 
kindness, knowledge, love, sadness, sensitivity, shyness, silence, sincerity, sleep, understanding. The rest are 
selected from The New General Service List (NGSL). The NGSL is a list of 2,801 core vocabulary words 
published by Dr. Charles Browne, Dr. Brent Culligan and Joseph Phillips in March 2013. The words in the NGSL 
represent the most important high frequency words of the English language for second language learners of 
English. (Refer to http://www.newgeneralservicelist.org).
  Reference Grammars: Berry (1993), Biber et al. (1999), Downing & Locke (2002), Francis et al (1998), Hewson (1972), 
Jespersen (1949), Payne & Huddleston (2002), Quirk et al (1985), Sinclair (1990), Sinclair (1992), Swan (1995, 2005, 
2016). Dictionaries: CALD, COBUILD, LAAD, LDOCE, MALED, MEDAL, OALD, listed in the reference section.
 3 )  Mental activity nouns are defined here as those that denote the activities of taking in and processing 
information about something in order to exclude those nouns that have an established count use such as 
opinion, idea and thought, which refer to a result of thinking. Because of this definition, we have only six nouns 
in the mental activity noun group.
 4 )  Dictionary titles are abbreviated here. Refer to the reference section for their titles.
 5 )  ‘Numeral’ represents noun phrases that describe a particular period of time (e.g. two-minute silence, four-year 
marriage).
 6 )  Health does not seem to occur in this construction, but it still admits a/an when the particular nature of a 
referent is emphasized: e.g. He had, since his return in 1660, enjoyed a positively rude good health, with the 
exception of a brief, though acute, bout of fever in August 1679. (cited from BoE)
 7 )  Sympathy occurs in the plural form, but it is classified here as a noncount noun since sympathies is the formal 
expression of sympathy like condolences, congratulations and apologies, and it does not refer to more than one 
instance of sympathy.
 8 )  Four nouns (comfort, happiness, hatred, joy) are not listed here. Only those nouns that have a total of 30 or 
more occurrences with ø, a/an and in the plural form combined are listed.
 9 )  Welcome surprise has 38 occurrences with a/an, among which it has 27 occurrences in this construction. A 
wonderful surprise has 19 occurrences out of 37, a big worry with 52 out of 73 and a major worry with 37 out of 
58.
10)  Table 9  lists only those adjectives that have five or more occurrences with each noun.
11)  Freedom can be pluralized when it denotes a right to do something, but not the state of being free: e.g. religious 
freedom, economic freedom (See Table S4 in Appendix II).
12)  Unemployment occurs with a/an when it refers to an unemployment rate: e.g. Montreal has a lower 
unemployment than Toronto.
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Appendix I
Quality nouns in the [Subject + Verb + (Object) + with + NP] construction
 QC1)  She led a full and active life right up to the last couple of weeks. She faced the situation with courage and 
died serenely and without pain.
 QC2) Comrade Stalin, as he was known, pushed his nation, often with cruelty, to the limit.
 QC3) Now she approached the photo album with curiosity. Annie shut the book quickly and put it in her lap.
 QC4)  “The plan has been to encourage the Palestinians to act energetically and with determination to stop 
terror,” he said.
 QC5)  Vladimir established a reputation as a kindly ruler, who behaved with generosity towards the poor and 
with mercy towards convicted criminals.
 QC6) I can say with honesty that I did not.
 QC7) He spoke with impatience for my stupidity.
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 QC8) She came into her first press conference and spoke with intelligence and charm.
 QC9)  He was managed “at times with intolerance and at times as if he were a nuisance who had to be 
contained.”
QC10)  Here patients were treated with kindness, were kept clean and were given a sense of purpose by 
participating in arts and crafts, music, and readings.
QC11) Winston listened to his friend with patience.
QC12) I suggest that you approach this delicate issue with sensitivity and honesty.
QC13) A sullen, mumbled “sorry” will not do. Say it with sincerity, as if you really mean it.
QC14)  I remember that I’d walk into an auntie’s living room as a little kid and I’d be clinging on to my dad’s leg 
with shyness.
QC15) Why should these young men be treated with tolerance, or allowed a second chance?
Appendix II
Pre-modifying adjectives and the use of a/an
Tables E1 to S15 show the numbers of occurrences of NPs (adjective + noun) in the singular form 
with a/an and ø and in the plural form with determiners including zero determiners and possessives 
(abbreviated as ‘All Det.’). The tables list only those NPs that have a total of 30 or more occurrences 
in the Bank of English. NPs are arranged in the order of the percentages of their occurrences with 
a/an against the occurrences with a/an and ø in the singular form combined. Deep anger in Table 
E 1, for example, has a total of 30 occurrences. Out of 30, it has seven occurrences with a/an (23.3% 
of the occurrences with a/an and ø combined), 23 occurrences with ø in the singular form and no 
occurrence in the plural form. Highlighted are those NPs that occur with a/an in 90% or over, and 






a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
deep anger 23 .3% 7 23 30 0 30
growing anger 15 .9% 13 69 82 0 82
intense anger 9 . 7% 3 28 31 0 31
great anger 9 . 1% 4 40 44 0 44
righteous anger 8 . 8% 6 62 68 0 68
real anger 7 . 1% 4 52 56 0 56
public anger 1 . 4% 3 209 212 0 212
widespread anger 0 . 0% 0 104 104 0 104
popular anger 0 . 0% 0 38 38 0 38
Arab anger 0 . 0% 0 37 37 0 37
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
growing anxiety 22 .4% 11 38 49 5 54
social anxiety 3 . 3% 1 29 30 8 38
increased anxiety 3 . 1% 1 31 32 0 32
great anxiety 3 . 0% 2 64 66 3 69
acute anxiety 2 . 5% 1 39 40 0 40
public anxiety 1 . 3% 1 79 80 11 91
chronic anxiety 0 . 0% 0 35 35 0 35
high anxiety 0 . 0% 0 71 71 1 72
excessive anxiety 0 . 0% 0 58 58 1 59





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
great comfort 40 . 0% 76 114 190 3 193
small comfort 9 . 8% 9 83 92 6 98
greater comfort 3 . 1% 1 31 32 2 34
cold comfort 0 . 5% 1 181 182 0 182
air-conditioned comfort 0 . 0% 0 33 33 0 33
maximum comfort 0 . 0% 0 33 33 0 33
relative comfort 0 . 0% 0 37 37 1 38





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
well-founded fear 89 .2% 33 4 37 4 41
growing fear 70 .0% 42 18 60 174 234
terrible fear 68 .9% 31 14 45 9 54
irrational fear 66 .7% 42 21 63 56 119
new fear 63 .4% 26 15 41 91 132
genuine fear 54 .4% 31 26 57 24 81
real fear 52 .8% 84 75 159 55 214
sudden fear 50 .0% 16 16 32 1 33
great fear 50 .0% 50 50 100 15 115
intense fear 43 .8% 14 18 32 2 34
widespread fear 37 .3% 19 32 51 49 100
high fear 16 .7% 5 25 30 0 30
constant fear 7 . 8% 10 119 129 5 134
public fear 2 . 4% 1 40 41 112 153
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
great happiness 7 . 8% 4 47 51 0 51
perfect happiness 1 . 0% 1 97 98 0 98
human happiness 0 . 0% 0 87 87 0 87
personal happiness 0 . 0% 0 73 73 0 73





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
deep hatred 86 .7% 26 4 30 1 31
ethnic hatred 1 .5% 1 64 65 28 93
religious hatred 1 .1% 2 187 189 6 195





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
forlorn hope 88 .5% 54 7 61 5 66
slim hope 83 .3% 30 6 36 63 99
vain hope 81 .8% 36 8 44 6 50
faint hope 65 .1% 41 22 63 50 113
real hope 16 .5% 21 106 127 22 149
great hope 13 .5% 21 134 155 166 321
false hope 12 .5% 20 140 160 138 298
new hope 5 .4% 23 406 429 50 479
fresh hope 1 .9% 2 103 105 16 121
renewed hope 1 .8% 2 109 111 18 129





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
absolute joy 76 .7% 33 10 43 0 43
real joy 58 .1% 36 26 62 7 69
great joy 21 .0% 52 196 248 43 291
sheer joy 11 .5% 7 54 61 0 61
pure joy 4 .6% 4 83 87 0 87
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
shared love 89 .2% 33 4 37 0 37
life(-)long love 86 .7% 65 10 75 1 76
deep love 76 .5% 75 23 98 1 99
great love 65 .4% 106 56 162 45 207
genuine love 56 .9% 37 28 65 0 65
new love 42 .5% 82 111 193 8 201
mutual love 36 .4% 16 28 44 1 45
enduring love 34 .4% 11 21 32 0 32
lost love 26 .4% 34 95 129 22 151
real love 22 .2% 36 126 162 3 165
pure love 20 .0% 7 28 35 0 35
passionate love 18 .9% 17 73 90 0 90
greater love 17 .1% 6 29 35 0 35
obsessive love 13 .3% 4 26 30 1 31
perfect love 10 .8% 4 33 37 1 38
unrequited love 7 . 6% 12 145 157 4 161
sexual love 6 . 8% 5 68 73 0 73
undying love 5 . 6% 3 51 54 0 54
unconditional love 4 . 1% 8 189 197 0 197
courtly love 3 . 9% 2 49 51 0 51
true love 3 . 6% 22 582 604 9 613
physical love 2 . 8% 1 35 36 0 36
human love 2 . 4% 2 80 82 3 85
divine love 2 . 0% 1 50 51 0 51
tough Love 1 .6% 2 124 126 0 126
young love 1 . 1% 1 90 91 2 93
brotherly love 0 . 9% 1 113 114 0 114
romantic love 0 . 9% 2 230 232 0 232
free love 0 . 0% 0 135 135 0 135
parental love 0 . 0% 0 54 54 0 54





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
guilty pleasure 80 .0% 76 19 95 57 152
real pleasure 70 .6% 89 37 126 7 133
unexpected pleasure 64 .5% 20 11 31 16 47
perverse pleasure 58 .3% 21 15 36 4 40
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special pleasure 52 .9% 18 16 34 6 40
particular pleasure 34 .0% 17 33 50 6 56
(a)esthetic pleasure 25 .0% 8 24 32 0 32
great pleasure 24 .5% 131 403 534 80 614
genuine pleasure 22 .9% 8 27 35 0 35
greater pleasure 15 .8% 9 48 57 7 64
physical pleasure 15 .8% 6 32 38 8 46
intense pleasure 11 .9% 5 37 42 4 46
sensual pleasure 11 .8% 6 45 51 40 91
enormous pleasure 10 .9% 5 41 46 0 46
sheer pleasure 8 . 7% 4 42 46 1 47
personal pleasure 4 . 7% 2 41 43 6 49
immense pleasure 3 . 3% 1 29 30 0 30
pure pleasure 2 . 8% 2 69 71 2 73
driving pleasure 0 . 0% 0 38 38 0 38





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
profound sadness 34 .3% 12 23 35 0 35
deep sadness 26 .6% 21 58 79 0 79





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
great sorrow 12 .5% 7 49 56 5 61





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
welcome surprise 100 .0% 38 0 38 6 44
wonderful surprise 100 .0% 37 0 37 9 46
major surprise 98 . 8% 85 1 86 28 114
huge surprise 98 . 1% 105 2 107 4 111
pleasant surprise 98 . 1% 406 8 414 88 502
nasty surprise 97 . 4% 76 2 78 118 196
nice surprise 95 . 4% 103 5 108 12 120
unpleasant surprise 95 . 3% 41 2 43 64 107
real surprise 94 . 6% 87 5 92 53 145
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big surprise 88 . 8% 348 44 392 52 444
great surprise 85 . 9% 122 20 142 21 163
complete surprise 84 . 0% 210 40 250 0 250
total surprise 79 . 4% 81 21 102 2 104
considerable surprise 50 . 0% 15 15 30 0 30





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
deep sympathy 35 .3% 12 22 34 3 37
human sympathy 9 .7% 3 28 31 4 35
great sympathy 3 .4% 3 85 88 0 88
public sympathy 2 .4% 4 160 164 0 164
considerable sympathy 2 .4% 1 41 42 0 42





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
big worry 97 .3% 73 2 75 14 89
major worry 96 .7% 58 2 60 14 74
real worry 92 .9% 52 4 56 24 80
serious worry 80 .6% 25 6 31 25 56
constant worry 73 .3% 33 12 45 4 49





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
keen awareness 100 .0% 31 0 31 0 31
acute awareness 94 . 3% 33 2 35 0 35
new awareness 90 . 6% 58 6 64 4 68
growing awareness 77 . 0% 124 37 161 0 161
heightened awareness 59 . 0% 59 41 100 0 100
greater awareness 53 . 6% 90 78 168 0 168
increasing awareness 44 . 6% 25 31 56 0 56
increased awareness 36 . 5% 38 66 104 0 104
political awareness 25 . 0% 11 33 44 0 44
conscious awareness 17 . 9% 10 46 56 0 56
environmental awareness 14 . 8% 8 46 54 0 54
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public awareness 5 . 9% 31 492 523 0 523





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
political consciousness 36 . 7% 18 31 49 1 50
national consciousness 17 . 5% 10 47 57 0 57
social consciousness 17 . 1% 6 29 35 0 35
false consciousness 16 . 1% 5 26 31 0 31
human consciousness 2 . 3% 3 130 133 1 134
public consciousness 1 . 1% 1 90 91 0 91
full consciousness 0 . 0% 0 40 40 0 40
impaired consciousness 0 . 0% 0 38 38 0 38





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
working knowledge 91 .0% 121 12 133 0 133
thorough knowledge 80 .0% 48 12 60 0 60
encyclop(a)edic knowledge 76 .6% 49 15 64 0 64
good knowledge 75 .4% 92 30 122 0 122
deep knowledge 69 .1% 38 17 55 0 55
great knowledge 52 .6% 20 18 38 0 38
basic knowledge 46 .7% 43 49 92 0 92
intimate knowledge 46 .7% 77 88 165 0 165
in(-)depth knowledge 44 .9% 22 27 49 0 49
greater knowledge 41 .5% 27 38 65 1 66
considerable knowledge 35 .5% 11 20 31 0 31
detailed knowledge 35 .4% 46 84 130 0 130
real knowledge 32 .4% 12 25 37 0 37
extensive knowledge 32 .1% 25 53 78 0 78
limited knowledge 24 .6% 16 49 65 0 65
special knowledge 18 .8% 9 39 48 1 49
certain knowledge 18 .8% 6 26 32 0 32
general knowledge 15 .5% 20 109 129 0 129
perfect knowledge 14 .3% 6 36 42 0 42
practical knowledge 13 .3% 8 52 60 1 61
theoretical knowledge 12 .9% 4 27 31 0 31
personal knowledge 10 .1% 7 62 69 0 69
first(-)hand knowledge 9 .3% 12 117 129 0 129
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full knowledge 9 .0% 8 81 89 0 89
professional knowledge 8 .8% 3 31 34 0 34
inside knowledge 8 .4% 7 76 83 0 83
sufficient knowledge 7 .5% 3 37 40 0 40
useful knowledge 5 .3% 2 36 38 0 38
technical knowledge 5 .0% 5 96 101 0 101
specializ(s)ed knowledge 4 .2% 3 68 71 1 72
direct knowledge 2 .9% 2 66 68 0 68
prior knowledge 2 .5% 4 153 157 0 157
local knowledge 2 .5% 5 193 198 0 198
specific knowledge 2 .4% 1 41 42 1 43
public knowledge 1 .0% 3 312 315 0 315
medical knowledge 0 .8% 1 120 121 0 121
scientific knowledge 0 .6% 2 313 315 0 315
common knowledge 0 .4% 2 462 464 0 464
new knowledge 0 .0% 0 232 232 1 233
human knowledge 0 .0% 0 114 114 0 114
advance knowledge 0 .0% 0 62 62 0 62
procedural knowledge 0 .0% 0 48 48 0 48
political knowledge 0 .0% 0 35 35 0 35
traditional knowledge 0 .0% 0 35 35 0 35





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
growing perception 100 .0% 45 0 45 3 48
widespread perception 100 .0% 35 0 35 0 35
false perception 100 .0% 17 0 17 13 30
negative perception 95 .5% 21 1 22 34 56
different perception 91 .7% 33 3 36 40 76
common perception 87 .5% 28 4 32 11 43
general perception 83 .8% 31 6 37 10 47
public perception 24 .1% 51 161 212 147 359
popular perception 20 .0% 8 32 40 18 58
distinct perception 6 .1% 2 31 33 6 39
extra(-)sensory perception 2 .2% 1 45 46 3 49
sensory perception 0 .0% 0 17 17 17 34
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
clear recognition 80 .6% 25 6 31 0 31
growing recognition 68 .7% 57 26 83 0 83
belated recognition 42 .9% 15 20 35 0 35
widespread recognition 22 .9% 8 27 35 0 35
formal recognition 16 .2% 16 83 99 0 99
public recognition 12 .7% 13 89 102 0 102
wider recognition 9 .1% 4 40 44 0 44
full recognition 7 .8% 4 47 51 0 51
mutual recognition 7 .6% 5 61 66 0 66
instant recognition 7 .5% 3 37 40 0 40
greater recognition 6 .8% 6 82 88 0 88
legal recognition 3 .2% 4 121 125 0 125
proper recognition 2 .9% 1 33 34 0 34
due recognition 2 .4% 1 41 42 0 42
special recognition 1 .9% 1 51 52 0 52
official recognition 1 .4% 2 142 144 1 145
international recognition 1 .1% 3 271 274 0 274
national recognition 1 .1% 1 91 92 0 92
diplomatic recognition 0 .5% 1 198 199 0 199





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
different understanding 100 .0% 35 0 35 20 55
thorough understanding 98 .6% 68 1 69 0 69
clearer understanding 97 .9% 93 2 95 0 95
keen understanding 97 .5% 39 1 40 0 40
clear understanding 97 .0% 296 9 305 0 305
good understanding 95 .5% 276 13 289 0 289
fuller understanding 95 .0% 38 2 40 0 40
profound understanding 91 .7% 33 3 36 0 36
sophisticated understanding 91 .7% 33 3 36 1 37
deeper understanding 91 .3% 188 18 206 2 208
better understanding 90 .9% 954 96 1050 5 1055
proper understanding 90 .0% 36 4 40 0 40
basic understanding 89 .8% 79 9 88 5 93
deep understanding 86 .1% 99 16 115 0 115
limited understanding 83 .7% 36 7 43 0 43
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common understanding 83 .3% 70 14 84 11 95
tacit understanding 83 .3% 25 5 30 5 35
complete understanding 83 .0% 73 15 88 0 88
general understanding 81 .4% 35 8 43 2 45
intuitive understanding 81 .3% 26 6 32 0 32
new understanding 79 .6% 121 31 152 32 184
real understanding 79 .2% 57 15 72 0 72
great understanding 73 .8% 48 17 65 0 65
full understanding 73 .6% 64 23 87 0 87
shared understanding 71 .4% 25 10 35 7 42
greater understanding 66 .1% 232 119 351 0 351
true understanding 59 .7% 37 25 62 0 62
scientific understanding 25 .4% 18 53 71 0 71
mutual understanding 24 .9% 44 133 177 3 180
initial understanding 24 .4% 10 31 41 2 43
public understanding 12 .2% 11 79 90 0 90
international understanding 10 .7% 3 25 28 2 30
conceptual understanding 8 .7% 4 42 46 4 50
cultural understanding 7 .5% 3 37 40 4 44






a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
Dutch courage 2 .6% 1 38 39 0 39
tremendous courage 2 .2% 1 44 45 0 45
great courage 1 .1% 2 183 185 0 185
political courage 0 .0% 0 66 66 0 66
moral courage 0 .0% 0 63 63 0 63
personal courage 0 .0% 0 44 44 0 44
real courage 0 .0% 0 35 35 0 35
extraordinary courage 0 .0% 0 31 31 0 31





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
mental cruelty 0 . 0% 0 41 41 0 41
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
scientific curiosity 26 . 5% 9 25 34 2 36
intellectual curiosity 19 . 2% 10 42 52 1 53
public curiosity 6 . 5% 2 29 31 0 31





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
new determination 86 .1% 31 5 36 1 37
final determination 82 .0% 41 9 50 10 60
real determination 75 .0% 27 9 36 0 36
steely determination 63 .0% 34 20 54 0 54
fierce determination 44 .2% 19 24 43 0 43
grim determination 37 .0% 20 34 54 0 54
dogged determination 22 .4% 11 38 49 0 49
great determination 13 .2% 9 59 68 0 68





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
high intelligence 6 . 2% 4 61 65 0 65
raw intelligence 2 . 4% 1 40 41 0 41
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low intelligence 2 . 1% 1 47 48 0 48
general intelligence 2 . 0% 1 49 50 0 50
emotional intelligence 1 . 6% 2 121 123 0 123
human intelligence 1 . 4% 3 215 218 0 218
good intelligence 0 . 8% 1 122 123 0 123
new intelligence 0 . 0% 0 75 75 0 75
secret intelligence 0 . 0% 0 41 41 0 41
prewar intelligence 0 . 0% 0 131 131 0 131
faulty intelligence 0 . 0% 0 77 77 0 77
better intelligence 0 . 0% 0 85 85 0 85
recent intelligence 0 . 0% 0 41 41 0 41
specific intelligence 0 . 0% 0 36 36 1 37
flawed intelligence 0 . 0% 0 47 47 0 47
credible intelligence 0 . 0% 0 45 45 0 45
actionable intelligence 0 . 0% 0 38 38 0 38
average intelligence 0 . 0% 0 47 47 0 47
useful intelligence 0 . 0% 0 30 30 0 30
great intelligence 0 . 0% 0 31 31 0 31





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
racial intolerance 2 . 2% 1 44 45 0 45





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
infinite patience 3 . 3% 1 29 30 0 30
great patience 0 . 0% 0 50 50 0 50
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
heightened sensitivity 59 . 4% 19 13 32 0 32
food sensitivity 40 . 0% 8 12 20 31 51
greater sensitivity 31 . 9% 15 32 47 0 47
increased sensitivity 28 . 1% 9 23 32 4 36
high sensitivity 27 . 3% 9 24 33 0 33
great sensitivity 12 . 5% 6 42 48 1 49
cultural sensitivity 2 . 4% 1 40 41 23 64





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
high tolerance 91 .1% 41 4 45 0 45
low tolerance 80 .5% 33 8 41 0 41
greater tolerance 16 .7% 8 40 48 0 48
religious tolerance 1 . 4% 2 139 141 0 141










98 .4% 562 9 571 2 573
complete absence 95 .2% 60 3 63 0 63
long absence 94 .1% 95 6 101 56 157
total absence 86 .5% 45 7 52 0 52
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
great confusion 6 .0% 3 47 50 0 50
further confusion 3 .5% 2 55 57 0 57
utter confusion 3 .2% 1 30 31 0 31
widespread confusion 2 .8% 1 35 36 0 36
considerable confusion 2 .1% 1 47 48 0 48
mass confusion 0 .0% 0 32 32 0 32
mental confusion 0 .0% 0 39 39 0 39





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
growing dependence 62 .5% 5 3 8 0 8
heavy dependence 42 .9% 6 8 14 0 14
emotional dependence 40 .0% 2 3 5 0 5
increasing dependence 30 .8% 4 9 13 0 13
psychological dependence 16 .0% 4 21 25 0 25
physical dependence 12 .9% 4 27 31 0 31
financial dependence 6 .3% 1 15 16 0 16
mutual dependence 0 .0% 0 20 20 0 20
economic dependence 0 .0% 0 19 19 0 19





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
new freedom 57 .1% 40 30 70 78 148
great freedom 18 .4% 7 31 38 7 45
real freedom 11 .3% 6 47 53 3 56
relative freedom 6 .5% 2 29 31 1 32
absolute freedom 5 .6% 3 51 54 0 54
greater freedom 4 .4% 13 281 294 28 322
creative freedom 3 .6% 2 53 55 0 55
considerable freedom 3 .2% 1 30 31 0 31
total freedom 2 .6% 2 74 76 0 76
sexual freedom 1 .7% 2 114 116 10 126
intellectual freedom 1 .6% 1 61 62 0 62
complete freedom 1 .4% 2 146 148 0 148
artistic freedom 1 .3% 1 77 78 0 78
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personal freedom 1 .0% 2 196 198 74 272
political freedom 1 .0% 2 203 205 73 278
human freedom 0 .8% 1 125 126 15 141
economic freedom 0 .6% 1 156 157 22 179
individual freedom 0 .5% 1 204 205 66 271
true freedom 0 .0% 0 33 33 0 33
academic freedom 0 .0% 0 199 199 4 203
financial freedom 0 .0% 0 35 35 2 37
reproductive freedom 0 .0% 0 67 67 5 72
full freedom 0 .0% 0 39 39 4 43
religious freedom 0 .0% 0 545 545 57 602





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
robust health 3 .1% 1 31 32 0 32
good health 0 .1% 1 1920 1921 0 1921
public health 0 .0% 1 2078 2079 0 2079
aboriginal health 0 .0% 0 57 57 0 57
bad health 0 .0% 0 79 79 0 79
better health 0 .0% 0 293 293 0 293
declining health 0 .0% 0 68 68 0 68
dental health 0 .0% 0 56 56 0 56
economic health 0 .0% 0 73 73 0 73
emotional health 0 .0% 0 43 43 0 43
environmental health 0 .0% 0 96 96 0 96
excellent health 0 .0% 0 128 128 0 128
failing health 0 .0% 0 94 94 0 94
frail health 0 .0% 0 37 37 0 37
full health 0 .0% 0 80 80 0 80
general health 0 .0% 0 110 110 0 110
human health 0 .0% 0 732 732 0 732
ill health 0 .0% 0 917 917 0 917
improved health 0 .0% 0 58 58 0 58
improving health 0 .0% 0 50 50 0 50
mental health 0 .0% 0 1021 1021 0 1021
occupational health 0 .0% 0 114 114 0 114
oral health 0 .0% 0 69 69 0 69
overall health 0 .0% 0 61 61 0 61
perfect health 0 .0% 0 114 114 0 114
personal health 0 .0% 0 50 50 0 50
physical health 0 .0% 0 241 241 0 241
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poor health 0 .0% 0 562 562 0 562
poorer health 0 .0% 0 36 36 0 36
private health 0 .0% 0 31 31 0 31
psychological health 0 .0% 0 40 40 0 40
reproductive health 0 .0% 0 92 92 0 92
rude health 0 .0% 0 73 73 0 73





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
brief illness 100 .0% 66 0 66 0 66
lengthy illness 100 .0% 60 0 60 0 60
short illness 98 . 9% 93 1 94 0 94
long illness 97 . 4% 262 7 269 7 276
undisclosed illness 97 . 3% 36 1 37 0 37
brain-wasting illness 96 . 7% 29 1 30 0 30
mysterious illness 93 . 8% 45 3 48 6 54
viral illness 87 . 1% 27 4 31 19 50
fatal illness 81 . 6% 40 9 49 21 70
rare illness 78 . 8% 26 7 33 5 38
debilitating illness 78 . 3% 36 10 46 29 75
( flu, etc.)-like illness 71 . 7% 76 30 106 18 124
life-threatening illness 67 . 5% 83 40 123 79 202
terminal illness 64 . 3% 175 97 272 46 318
prolonged illness 60 . 5% 23 15 38 1 39
mild illness 48 . 4% 15 16 31 3 34
long-term illness 47 . 4% 27 30 57 17 74
respiratory illness 43 . 3% 71 93 164 95 259
acute illness 41 . 7% 15 21 36 21 57
serious illness 40 . 0% 192 288 480 129 609
chronic illness 39 . 8% 121 183 304 172 476
(AIDS, etc.)-related illness 36 . 8% 86 148 234 296 530
critical illness 36 . 6% 15 26 41 4 45
physical illness 29 . 1% 53 129 182 45 227
psychotic illness 29 . 0% 9 22 31 15 46
severe illness 27 . 6% 27 71 98 24 122
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( food, etc.)-borne illness 26 . 0% 13 37 50 44 94
psychiatric illness 24 . 0% 23 73 96 38 134
mental illness 13 . 5% 296 1899 2195 254 2449





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
formal independence 1 .8% 2 112 114 0 114
economic independence 1 .6% 2 126 128 0 128
greater independence 0 .8% 1 124 125 0 125
American independence 0 .0% 0 59 59 0 59
Baltic independence 0 .0% 0 37 37 0 37
complete independence 0 .0% 0 92 92 0 92
de facto independence 0 .0% 0 45 45 0 45
editorial independence 0 .0% 0 32 32 0 32
financial independence 0 .0% 0 124 124 0 124
full independence 0 .0% 0 211 211 0 211
Indian independence 0 .0% 0 30 30 0 30
judicial independence 0 .0% 0 185 185 0 185
national independence 0 .0% 0 91 91 0 91
outright independence 0 .0% 0 43 43 0 43
personal independence 0 .0% 0 37 37 0 37
political independence 0 .0% 0 88 88 0 88
Scottish independence 0 .0% 0 46 46 0 46
Taiwanese independence 0 .0% 0 32 32 0 32





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
bad marriage 98 .4% 63 1 64 23 87
previous marriage 98 .4% 244 4 248 65 313
long marriage 97 .2% 35 1 36 6 42
loveless marriage 96 .7% 58 2 60 7 67
good marriage 96 .4% 134 5 139 26 165
broken marriage 95 .1% 39 2 41 58 99
happy marriage 95 .0% 248 13 261 30 291
failed marriage 94 .4% 51 3 54 71 125
perfect marriage 91 .2% 31 3 34 4 38
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Numeral + year,month,etc. + 
marriage 90 .4% 75 8 83 2 85
unhappy marriage 89 .8% 88 10 98 29 127
successful marriage 87 .7% 64 9 73 11 84
arranged marriage 81 .9% 208 46 254 139 393
early marriage 44 .4% 32 40 72 13 85
legal marriage 37 .5% 12 20 32 5 37
forced marriage 33 .9% 21 41 62 63 125
modern marriage 32 .4% 12 25 37 11 48
civil marriage 20 .3% 24 94 118 47 165
heterosexual marriage 19 .1% 17 72 89 29 118
interracial marriage 12 .1% 7 51 58 25 83
traditional marriage 7 . 5% 16 198 214 28 242
homosexual marriage 1 . 1% 1 87 88 40 128
same-sex marriage 1 . 0% 23 2249 2272 1172 3444





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
separate peace 100 .0% 56 0 56 1 57
fragile peace 95 .1% 39 2 41 0 41
uneasy peace 94 .8% 55 3 58 0 58
negotiated peace 94 .5% 52 3 55 0 55
comprehensive peace 86 .2% 50 8 58 0 58
durable peace 67 .4% 31 15 46 0 46
lasting peace 56 .8% 254 193 447 0 447
permanent peace 42 .1% 32 44 76 0 76
real peace 23 .9% 22 70 92 0 92
inner peace 15 .1% 25 141 166 0 166
regional peace 9 . 3% 4 39 43 0 43
perfect peace 7 . 5% 3 37 40 0 40
greater peace 4 . 2% 2 46 48 0 48
true peace 4 . 2% 2 46 48 0 48
global peace 3 . 8% 2 51 53 0 53
relative peace 2 . 4% 2 81 83 0 83
international peace 0 . 5% 1 220 221 0 221
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
relative poverty 2 . 5% 1 39 40 0 40
absolute poverty 1 . 5% 1 67 68 0 68
rural poverty 1 . 2% 1 84 85 0 85
abject poverty 0 . 6% 1 153 154 0 154
urban poverty 0 . 0% 0 213 213 0 213
extreme poverty 0 . 0% 0 188 188 0 188
global poverty 0 . 0% 0 138 138 0 138
dire poverty 0 . 0% 0 56 56 0 56
grinding poverty 0 . 0% 0 50 50 0 50





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
permanent presence 100 .0% 35 0 35 0 35
stronger presence 100 .0% 31 0 31 0 31
large presence 100 .0% 30 0 30 0 30
commanding presence 98 .1% 51 1 52 0 52
major presence 98 .0% 49 1 50 0 50
constant presence 97 .9% 47 1 48 0 48
strong presence 97 .7% 213 5 218 1 219
global presence 97 .6% 40 1 41 0 41
visible presence 97 .1% 34 1 35 0 35
significant presence 95 .2% 79 4 83 1 84
powerful presence 95 .1% 39 2 41 2 43
diplomatic presence 93 .3% 28 2 30 1 31
big presence 92 .1% 35 3 38 0 38
international presence 89 .6% 69 8 77 0 77
American presence 88 .9% 64 8 72 0 72
huge presence 87 .1% 27 4 31 0 31
online presence 87 .1% 27 4 31 1 32
military presence 85 .4% 381 65 446 2 448
greater presence 84 .6% 33 6 39 0 39
physical presence 72 .0% 180 70 250 0 250
real presence 69 .4% 25 11 36 1 37
human presence 59 .7% 37 25 62 1 63
great presence 33 .3% 19 38 57 0 57
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
long silence 95 .2% 359 18 377 12 389
short silence 94 .9% 56 3 59 0 59
Numeral + year, minute, etc. 
+ silence 93 .7% 119 8 127 4 131
brief silence 91 .8% 56 5 61 0 61
dignified silence 86 .7% 39 6 45 0 45
uneasy silence 84 .2% 32 6 38 0 38
eerie silence 77 .8% 63 18 81 0 81
uncomfortable silence 77 .8% 42 12 54 3 57
awkward silence 76 .0% 95 30 125 26 151
deafening silence 64 .9% 37 20 57 0 57
embarrassed silence 60 .0% 24 16 40 4 44
shocked silence 50 .0% 20 20 40 0 40
tense silence 50 .0% 15 15 30 2 32
respectful silence 48 .8% 20 21 41 0 41
companionable silence 32 .5% 13 27 40 3 43
stunned silence 32 .1% 61 129 190 2 192
stony silence 30 .4% 28 64 92 5 97
dead silence 20 .9% 19 72 91 0 91
complete silence 6 . 1% 7 107 114 0 114
utter silence 5 . 3% 3 54 57 0 57
total silence 4 . 8% 7 140 147 0 147





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
long sleep 90 .2% 37 4 41 0 41
good sleep 71 .4% 70 28 98 2 100
fitful sleep 68 .6% 24 11 35 0 35
sound sleep 66 .0% 31 16 47 1 48
dreamless sleep 62 .3% 33 20 53 0 53
deep sleep 58 .9% 182 127 309 0 309
restful sleep 41 .2% 14 20 34 0 34
disturbed sleep 2 . 9% 1 33 34 0 34
poor sleep 0 . 0% 0 50 50 0 50
slow-wave sleep 0 . 0% 0 60 60 0 60
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a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
lower unemployment 2 . 4% 1 40 41 0 41
massive unemployment 1 . 9% 1 53 54 0 54
high unemployment 0 . 8% 4 492 496 0 496
low unemployment 0 . 0% 0 169 169 0 169
mass unemployment 0 . 0% 0 136 136 0 136
higher unemployment 0 . 0% 0 88 88 0 88
long-term unemployment 0 . 0% 0 68 68 0 68
widespread unemployment 0 . 0% 0 34 34 0 34





a/an % a/an Ø Total All Det.
costly war 100 .0% 30 0 30 14 44
great war 100 .0% 36 0 36 36 72
unpopular war 100 .0% 59 0 59 3 62
long war 97 .9% 137 3 140 12 152
unjust war 97 .7% 43 1 44 5 49
Numeral + year, day, etc. + 
war 97 .0% 226 7 233 0 233
wider war 97 .0% 32 1 33 0 33
short war 96 .8% 61 2 63 3 66
good war 96 .4% 53 2 55 3 58
unnecessary war 96 .3% 52 2 54 13 67
effective war 95 .7% 44 2 46 0 46
two(multi)-front war 95 .2% 40 2 42 0 42
bitter war 93 .9% 77 5 82 5 87
illegal war 93 .8% 75 5 80 12 92
terrible war 93 .3% 28 2 30 5 35
new war 93 .2% 150 11 161 26 187
trade war 92 .4% 375 31 406 0 406
bloody war 91 .0% 101 10 111 25 136
different war 90 .9% 30 3 33 18 51
prolonged war 90 .9% 30 3 33 0 33
successful war 90 .6% 29 3 32 5 37
protracted war 90 .0% 27 3 30 4 34
ongoing war 89 .2% 33 4 37 5 42
quick war 88 .9% 32 4 36 0 36
cultural war 87 .1% 27 4 31 16 47
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just war 84 .9% 124 22 146 9 155
phon(e)y war 83 .9% 26 5 31 4 35
possible war 83 .1% 291 59 350 2 352
potential war 81 .7% 49 11 60 0 60
global war 81 .3% 87 20 107 3 110
undeclared war 79 .6% 39 10 49 1 50
religious war 70 .7% 53 22 75 60 135
real war 70 .1% 82 35 117 7 124
major war 61 .6% 53 33 86 63 149
sectarian war 60 .6% 20 13 33 2 35
ethnic war 60 .0% 18 12 30 8 38
full-scale war 56 .1% 69 54 123 9 132
conventional war 55 .6% 50 40 90 14 104
economic war 48 .6% 17 18 35 0 35
preventive war 43 .4% 23 30 53 4 57
limited war 43 .1% 31 41 72 17 89
general war 42 .4% 14 19 33 0 33
pre(-)emptive war 41 .4% 58 82 140 17 157
all-out war 38 .9% 117 184 301 2 303
imminent war 38 .2% 13 21 34 0 34
nuclear war 38 .2% 268 434 702 5 707
open war 24 .1% 13 41 54 0 54
modern war 23 .3% 14 46 60 19 79
impending war 18 .6% 8 35 43 1 44
total war 14 .4% 28 166 194 2 196
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